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Abstract
FLYCHK is a straightforward, rapid tool to provide ionization and population distributions of plasmas in zero dimension with accuracy
sufficient for most initial estimates and in many cases is applicable for more sophisticated analysis. FLYCHK solves rate equations for level
population distributions by considering collisional and radiative atomic processes. The code is designed to be straightforward to use and yet
is general enough to apply for most laboratory plasmas. Further, it can be applied for low-to-high Z ions and in either steady-state or timedependent situations. Plasmas with arbitrary electron energy distributions, single or multiple electron temperatures can be studied as well as
radiation-driven plasmas. To achieve this versatility and accuracy in a code that provides rapid response we employ schematic atomic structures,
scaled hydrogenic cross-sections and read-in tables. It also employs the jj configuration averaged atomic states and oscillator strengths calculated
using the DiraceHartreeeSlater model for spectrum synthesis. Numerous experimental and calculational comparisons performed in recent years
show that FLYCHK provides meaningful estimates of ionization distributions, well within a charge state for most laboratory applications.
Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
There has been, and will continue to be, a resurgence in
the development of novel plasma-generation techniques: X-ray
lasers, ultra-short-pulse lasers, the National Ignition Facility
(NIF), powerful Z-pinch machines, VUV and X-ray Free
Electron (XFEL) lasers. These developments indicate that
there are expanding opportunities for the study of novel plasmas using the techniques associated with plasma spectroscopy.
While the K-shell based spectroscopic code suite FLY and its
predecessors [1] have been successfully employed to study hot
dense plasmas for decades, the emphasis of the new plasmageneration schemes is moving into uncharted regions of
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the temperatureedensity phase-space: warm dense matter,
highly transient states of matter, and extremely hot and dense
matter.
To provide a straightforward tool to assist experimental
design and spectral analysis of both existing and future novel
plasmas, we have developed a suite of codes consistent with
the philosophy used to develop the older FLY suite of codes:
simple, easy-to-use, fast, portable, and providing sufficiently
reasonable spectroscopy for most applications [2]. The tool
FLYCHK is general and can be applied to low-to-high Z
ions under most conditions of laboratory plasmas: coronal,
LTE or collisionaleradiative plasmas, steady-state or time-dependent cases, collisionally-driven or radiation-driven plasmas, Maxwellian or non-Maxwellian electron distributions,
optically thin or thick plasmas with single species or mixture
plasmas. It is compact enough to be used as a module for macroscopic codes such as radiation-hydrodynamics codes or PIC
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codes. Importantly, FLYCHK, unlike FLY, offers a first cut at
ionization distributions for all Z that is useful for building
more sophisticated kinetics models and can provide an easyto-use method to study many critical elements of kinetic
modeling.
The FLYCHK code suite employs schematic atomic structure and processes for population distributions. The built-in
atomic sets are included for all ionization stages of atoms up
to Z ¼ 93. Detailed population distributions are obtained by
the solution of the rate equations considering collisional and radiative processes. For the detailed K-shell spectroscopy, the
original FLY and HULLAC atomic data are implemented. Further, the jj configuration atomic states and oscillator strengths
from the DiraceHartreeeSlater (DHS) model are employed
for spectral synthesis in FLYSPECTRA. In this work we present
a discussion on the FLYCHK suite development and examples
relevant to several applications: laser-generated plasmas, EUV
radiation modeling, EBIT plasmas, XFEL-generated plasmas.
2. Population kinetics model
A population kinetics model incorporates the results of atomic structure codes and scattering theories, plasma and statistical
physics to describe atomic processes in atoms embedded in
a plasma. The goal is to determine ionization and level population distributions of a plasma for a given electron temperature,
Te, and density, Ne, and then to assist in the analysis and prediction of spectroscopic observables. One way of achieving this
goal is to solve rate equations for each energy level of each
ion of an atom as it is influenced by the surrounding plasma;
however, this requires a complete set of detailed atomic term energy levels, rates of atomic processes affecting the level population distribution and becomes computationally prohibitive. In
practice, a kinetics model is usually constructed with a vastly reduced set of levels that can, as accurately as possible, represent
the physical processes occurring in the plasma so that the spectroscopic observables are well represented. In this section, we
present the elements of the population kinetics model implemented in FLYCHK.

where Qn is the screened charge, a0 Bohr radius and e2/2a0 is
the Rydberg energy. The screened charge is defined using
a screening constant sðn; mÞ [3,4] as
Qn ¼ Zn 

X

sðn; mÞPm  0:5sðn; nÞðPn  1Þ;

m<n

where Pn is the occupation number of the level n.
While bound levels are important for one-step ionization and
recombination processes, in many cases, two-step processes of
excitationeautoionization (EA) and dielectronic recombination (DR) play a pivotal role in ionization balance [7]. The effect of EA and DR channels on ionization balance is illustrated
in Fig. 1 in comparison with a measured xenon charge state
distribution [8]. Fig. 1 shows the two implementations of
the effect of autoionizing states. Autoionizing doubly-excited
states are included as Dn ¼ 1 dielectronic recombination
(DR) channels which are critical in ionization balance for low
Z atoms. The energy level of a doubly-excited state of an ion
X(i)+, that is, X(i+1)+(Dn ¼ 1 excited state) + n is obtained as
the energy difference between the ground state of an ion Xi+
and the excited state of the next ion X(i+1)+ minus the ionization
potential of the outermost electron n of the doubly-excited state.
As an example, the energy of a doubly-excited state of
(1)2(2)4(3)1(n)1 of O-like ion is given by the excited energy
of (1)2(2)4(3)1 of N-like ion and the ionization potentials
(IP) of n-shell electron and the ground state (1)2(2)6 of O-like
ion as:
h
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2.1. Energy levels
In order to keep the atomic data manageable, FLYCHK uses
schematic atomic levels represented by their principal quantum
number n, an assumption that has been successfully applied for
modeling ionization processes of plasmas [3,4]. Energies of the
schematic levels are computed from ionization potentials. For
all ground states we use the empirical [5] and calculated [6]
ionization energies, which are critical for accurate ionization
balance calculations. On the other hand, the ionization
potential of an excited level with an outermost bound electron
of the principal quantum number n is computed using the
hydrogenic approximation with relativistic corrections:
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Fig. 1. Calculated average charge states of Xe ions are plotted as a function of
Te for various dielectronic recombination (DR) models in FLYCHK. The
inclusion of dielectronic recombination (DR) channels with inner-shell (IS)
processes can be seen to play an important role in charge state distributions
of high Z ions. BurgesseMertz formulae are known to overestimate the DR
contribution for high-Z ions by a factor of few. The experimental measurement
of Ref. [8] is indicated by the *.
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It is noted that the Dn  2 channels can be easily added; however, the occasionally important Dn ¼ 0 channels [9] cannot be
included due to the assumption that the states of the same principal quantum number n and different angular momentum l are
treated as one level.
In addition to the doubly-excited states described above,
inner-shell excited states are critical in ionization balance
for high Z atoms since their energy is close to the first ionization limit and hence EA and DR contributions through
these states are substantial. The energy of the first innershell excited level with respect to the ground state of an ionization stage Xi+ is obtained as the difference between the
ionization energy of the inner-shell electron of an ion
X(i1)+ and that of the ground state of the ion Xi+. For
example, the K-shell excited energy of O-like ion (1)1(2)7
is given by the ionization energy (IE) of K-shell electron
and the ionization potential (IP) of the ground state
(1)2(2)7 of F-like ion:
h
i
h
i
E ð1Þ1 ð2Þ7  E ð1Þ2 ð2Þ6
h
i
h
i
¼ IE ð1Þ of ð1Þ2 ð2Þ7  IP ð1Þ2 ð2Þ7 :
The inner-shell excited levels with an n-shell electron promoted from the first inner-shell excited level are sequentially
constructed by adding the energy of bound n-shell excited
level with respect to its ground state to the energy of the first
inner-shell excited level.
Although we have chosen a specific method for including the
energies of the schematic levels there are many potential improvements that can be studied. For example, one method in consideration is to generate energy levels from more sophisticated
atomic physics codes such as DHS [10] or HULLAC [11] for
all ionization stages. Since the K-shell spectroscopy widely
used in high energy density experiments requires fine-structure
levels, FLYCHK utilizes the original FLY [1] and HULLAC
[11] atomic data for Li- and He- and Hy-like ions to provide
more accurate spectral synthesis. We are also investigating future possible models to include the angular momentum l-dependent states, which would allow an accounting of the Dn ¼ 0 DR
channels and provide a better representation of the ground
configuration.
2.2. Radiative processes
For radiative transitions between bound states we include
photo-excitation by absorption and de-excitation by spontaneous or stimulated emission of the radiation field. An absorption oscillator strength of a transition from a level n to
a level m was originally defined using the oscillator strength
fH(n / m) of hydrogenic ions as f(n / m) ¼ fH(n / m) Pn,
where Pn is the occupation number of the level n. We found,
however, that fH(n / m) overestimates, by a factor of a few, the
oscillator strength obtained by averaging those of the l-dependent configurations belonging to the n-shell and m-shell. Here
we use the averaged values derived from a relativistic
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HartreeeFockeSlater atomic physics code [12]. The oscillator
strength together with Einstein relations are used to generate
the emission and absorption coefficients for boundebound
transitions. The spontaneous emission rate from a state j to
a state i is directly related to the oscillator strength, fij of the
transition as
Aji ¼

8p2 e2 n2ji gi
fij :
mc3 gj

Here the gi and gj are the statistical weights of the states, nji is
the photon frequency, e and m are the electron charge and mass,
and c is the speed of light. For the photo-excitation processes, the
rate in units of s1 is given by
Z
dn
Rij ¼ 4p aij JðnÞ ;
hn
where
JðnÞ ¼

1
2

Z

þ1

Iðn; mÞdm;
1

where J(n) is the mean intensity, I(n,m) is the specific intensity
as a function of frequency n and angle m, and the aij is the absorption cross-section for a transition from state i to state j.
The absorption cross-section is aij ¼ ðpe2 =mcÞfij fðnÞ in terms
of the absorption oscillator strength
of the transition fij, and the
RN
line profile function f(n) where N fðnÞdn ¼ 1. The photo
de-excitation rate is related to the photo-excitation rate
through the Einstein relations that can be implemented by noting the emission and absorption oscillator strengths that are related by gi fij ¼ gj fji.
Photoionization processes are included to permit one to
study the effects of the radiation field on the charge state
distributions. The photoionization rate of ion Xi+ to X(i+1)+
is given by
Z
dn
Riiþ1 ¼ 4p aiiþ1 JðnÞ :
hn
We use the photoionization cross-section provided by
Kramer [13] and modified for the scaled hydrogenic approximation using the ionization potential of n-shell electron In and
Rydberg constant IH
aiiþ1 ðEÞ ¼

64paa20 In2:5 IH0:5
I 5=2 1
¼ 4:12  1026 n 3 ;
1:5
3
3
Qn E
Qn n

here a is the fine-structure constant and a0 is the Bohr radius.
The inverse process is the radiative recombination wherein
a recombining electron emits the residual energy in radiation
while no other electron plays a role. For a Maxwellian distribution, the rate is given as

Riþ1i ¼

 Z


ni
2hn3
dn
4p aiiþ1 JðnÞ þ 2 ehn=kTe :
hn
niþ1
c
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The quantity ðni =niþ1 Þ represents the LTE ratio of the state
of Xi+ to the state X(i+1)+ given by the SahaeBoltzmann equation at Ne and Te, i.e.,



ni
gi e U
¼ 1:66  1022 Ne
;
niþ1
giþ1 Te3=2

where U ¼ In/Te. Note that the process above Ri+1i contains
contributions from the both stimulated emission, the term
J(n) in the brackets, and spontaneous emission, the term
2hn3/c2. For an arbitrary electron distribution fe(E), an integration of the radiative recombination cross-section over the fe(E)
is performed, such that
Z N  1=2
2E
RRR
¼
N
sRR ðEÞfe ðEÞdE;
e
iþ1;i
me
0
where the cross-section sRR has spontaneous and stimulated
components ssp and sst as


2hn3 RR
RR
RR
RR
s ¼ sst Jn þ ssp ¼ Jn þ 2 sst :
c
The stimulated radiative recombination cross-section sst is
written in terms of photoionization cross-section aii+1 using
the EinsteineMilne relation [14]
sRR
st ðEÞ ¼

gi h2 aiiþ1 ðnÞ
:
giþ1 4me E hn

The radiation field can be specified by using either a Planckian
radiation field at a radiation temperature Tr or a data file. The
Planckian radiation field at Tr is given by
JðnÞ ¼

2hn3
1
:
c2 ehn=kTr  1

2.3. Collisional processes
A collisional rate coefficient in units of cm3 s1 is computed
with the cross-section s(E) and a given electron energy
distribution function fe(E) for a transition of threshold energy
of DE as
Z N
R ¼ Ne
vsðEÞfe ðEÞdE;
DE

where v is the electron velocity at energy E. For most applications, one may assume that the electron energy distribution
function is the Maxwellian defined at a single temperature. Recently, however, there have been an increasing number of applications where this assumption breaks down and a more
appropriate non-Maxwellian electron energy distribution function should be used to correctly represent collisional processes
in a plasma.

We use a collisional excitation cross-section from a state i
to a state j based on oscillator strength for the allowed transitions [15] as
 2
8p2 a2 IH fij gðUÞ
;
sij ðUÞ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ 0
U
3 Eij
where U ¼ E/Eij, E is the incoming electron energy, Eij is the
threshold energy of the transition, and g(U) is the effective
gaunt factor. We use the gaunt factor suggested by Mewe
[16], i.e., gðUÞ ¼ A þ BU 1 þ CU 2 þ D log U where
A ¼ 0.15, B ¼ C ¼ 0 and D ¼ 0.28. The rate coefficients are
computed by integrating the cross-sections over the electron
energy distribution, which in the case of a Maxwellian is
 



Rij ðTe Þ
5 g Eij =Te exp Eij =Te
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Cij ðTe Þ ¼
¼ 1:578  10
fij ;
Ne
Eij Te
where the averaged gaunt factor is given by gðyÞ ¼ Aþ
ðBy  Cy2 þ DÞey E1 ðyÞ þ Cy and Eij and Te are in units of eV.
The collisional de-excitation cross-section is obtained by
the microscopic reversibility relation such that
sji ðEÞ ¼


gi E þ Eij 
sij E þ Eij :
gj E

For a Maxwellian electron distribution, the de-excitation
rate is also related to the excitation rate by detailed balance
such that, ni*Cij ¼ nj*Cji where the n* are the population densities in thermal equilibrium. The ratio (ni/nj)* of states in the
same ion is given by the Boltzmann equation,

 
 
 
 Ei  Ej
ni
gi
gi
Eij
¼ exp
¼ exp
:
Te
nj
gj
gj
Te
For the Maxwellian case, one has the further option to use
CoulombeBorn rate coefficients by Golden and Sampson
[17].
There are a few schematic collisional ionization rates in
FLYCHK. The simplest, and yet surprisingly successful, rates
for most cases come from the work of Lotz [18,19]. The rate
coefficient, for a Maxwellian, from an ion Xi+ to an ion X(i+1)+
is given by


Ri;iþ1
x
¼ 2:97  106 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ E1 ðUÞ:
Ne
In T e
Here the x is the number of electrons in the outer shell of
the ion being ionized. The E1 is the exponential integral of
the first kind with the argument U where U ¼ In/Te. A slightly
modified semi-empirical formula of Burgess and Chidichimo
[20] which may have a better representation for near-neutral
ions and inner-shell ionization, can be used for collisional
ionization from a level n,
 3=2  1=2    
Ri;iþ1
IH
In
In
In
¼ 2:715  108 Cx
E1
w
;
Ne
In
Te
Te
Te
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where
   
b=ð1þTe =In Þ
In
Te
w
;
¼ log 1 þ
Te
In


1=2
100z þ 91
b ¼ 0:25
5
4z þ 3
and z is the charge of the ion. For the constant C, the suggested
value of 2 is used. The ionization cross-section is given by
 2      
IH In
E
E
2
siiþ1 ðEÞ ¼ pa0 Cx
W
;
log
In
In
In
E
where for E > In,
    bIn =E
E
E
W
¼ log
In
In
and zero otherwise.
The third option is to use CoulombeBorn ionization rates
[17] for the Maxwellian electron distribution cases. It was
found that for the cases tested, the CoulombeBorn formula
gave best overall agreement with HULLAC distorted-wave
calculations, while Lotz and BurgesseChidichimo rates agree
within a factor of few. However, in some cases where the
ionization stage had a small population, the fit formula to
CoulombeBorn rates can yield unphysical results. So, care
in choosing this option is warranted.
For a Maxwellian electron distribution, the three-body, or
collisional recombination rate coefficient is related to the
ionization rate coefficient by the detailed balance as
Riþ1;i ¼ 1:66  1022 Ne

gi e U
Ri;iþ1 ;
giþ1 Te3=2

where Ri,i+1 is the ionization rate coefficient.
For arbitrary electron distributions, the rate coefficient is
obtained by integrating the electron energy distribution over
the differential ionization cross-section sii+1(E;E#,E$) which
is the cross-section for the ionization of an atom from the
ion Xi+ by an electron of energy E, resulting in an ejected
and an outgoing electrons of energy E# and E$ and an ion
X(i+1)+. This is related to the total ionization cross-section
sii+1(E) through the relation [14,21],
ZZ
siiþ1 ðEÞ¼
siiþ1 ðE; E0 ; E00 ÞdE0 dE00
Z
1 EIn
¼
siiþ1 ðE; Eb ÞdEb ;
2 0
where In is the threshold energy for the ionization process and
Eb is the energy of the ejected energy. By the microscopic reciprocity of differential cross-sections, the Fowler relation is
given as [14]
16pme
giþ1 E0 E00 siþ1i ðE0 E00 ; EÞ:
gi Esiiþ1 ðE; E E Þ ¼
h3
0

00
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The three-body recombination rate coefficient is given as

R ¼ Ne2

ZZZ  0 1=2  00 1=2
2E
2E
me
me

 fe ðE0 Þfe ðE00 Þsiþ1i ðE0 E00 ; EÞdE0 dE00 dE
1=2
ZZZ  1=2 
gi
h3
2E
E
me
E0 E00
2giþ1 25=2 pme3=2
 fe ðE0 Þfe ðE00 Þsiiþ1 ðE; E0 E00 ÞdE dE0 dE00 :

¼ Ne2

We currently use the simple assumption that the differential
ionization cross-section sii+1(E;E#,E$) is only a function of
a given incoming energy E and hence obtained as
siiþ1 ðE; E0 ; E00 Þ ¼

siiþ1 ðEÞ
:
2ðE  In Þ

This simple expression can be replaced by more accurate
descriptions in the future.

2.4. Autoionization and electron capture
FLYCHK has two sets of autoionizing states, inner-shell
excited and doubly-excited states described above. For autoionization rates, we make two assumptions to obtain schematic
rates [22]: (1) an autoionization rate from an autoionizing
state k of an ion Xi+ (consisting of the excited state j of the
next ion X(i+1)+ plus the outer most excited electron) to
a bound state i of the ion X(i+1)+ is obtained from detailed balancing of the corresponding electron capture cross-section
from the state i to k of the ion X(i+1)+. (2) The electron capture
cross-section is approximated by the collisional excitation
cross-section from the state i to the excited state j of the
ion X(i+1)+ at the threshold energy Eij. Note that the bound
state j of the ion X(i+1)+ is the continuum limit of the autoionizing state k of the ion Xi+. Using the Saha equation and
a Maxwellian distribution feM, the relation between the electron capture cross-section sc and autoionization rate A is
written:
 
R


3=2

Ne sc vfeM Eij dE gk 1 2pZ2
Eij
¼
exp 
;
A
gi 2 mTe
Te
where
feM ðEÞ



2 E1=2
E
¼ pﬃﬃﬃ 3=2 exp  :
Te
pT e

Assuming that the resonance occurs with the width of


dE d Z 2 Ry
2Z 2 Ry
¼
;
¼

dn dn n2
n3
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we obtain the following relation:
 
sc Eij
gk p2 n3 Za20
¼
:
A
gi 4Eij Z2
Then using the Van Regemorter cross-section [15] and
a gaunt factor at the threshold energy Eij for sc(Eij), we obtain
the autoionization rate as
32 Z 2 gi I 2  
Z 2 gi fij
A ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ 3 k H fij g Eij ¼ 5:835  1017 3 k :
n g Eij
3 Zn g Eij
We have performed a study of the form by comparing this
rate with values calculated by DiraceHartreeeSlater (DHS)
code [23] and found that the gaunt factor 0.12 gives a better
agreement than the standard value 0.15.
2.5. Plasma effects
In addition to the ionization and excitation processes, plasma electric fields can effectively reduce the ionization potential of an ion and hence affect the charge state distributions of
a plasma. The electron and ion fields compete with the atomic
field particularly for the higher-lying n-shell states and for certain states the orbital electrons may not be bound [24,25]. For
sufficiently low density plasmas, the Debye length determines
the limit of the bound states and for dense plasmas, the volume
per ion determines which orbits can be considered bound
states. We apply the formulation of ionic potential depression
(IPD) model of Stewart and Pyatt [25] to determine those
states that are above the depressed ionization potential and
these are excluded from the rate equations.
Currently the highest Rydberg state of any ion is set to the
principal quantum number of 10 for computational efficiency.
This assumption is based on the facts that the higher-lying
states are either depressed out by IPD or are in LTE with their
continuum states. In the latter case the rates into and out of
a state near its continuum limit are essentially equivalent so
the state can be removed from the rate matrix. This assumption
can be readily tested out in FLYCHK by increasing the maximum principal quantum number. As an example, the IPD cutoff occurs at n ¼ 150 for a krypton plasma at Te ¼ 3.5 keV and
Ne ¼ 1018 cm3. We performed FLYCHK calculations using
nmax ¼ 5, 10 and 150 and 450. By explicitly calculating the
population distribution, we found that the Rydberg states
with n > 20 are in LTE with their continuum limit and the differences in charge state distributions are negligible for cases
using nmax ¼ 10, 150 and 450 but are of significance for
n ¼ 5. For Ne ¼ 1010 cm3, the LTE state occurs near 450
and yet the charge state distributions are comparable for all
three cases of nmax ¼ 10, 150 and 450.
Another effect to be considered is the radiation trapping on
population distribution. When the plasma medium has a finite
size the radiation emitted by an atom will be absorbed and reemitted by neighboring atoms, in this process the radiation can
be lost through, for example, collisions or may eventually escape the medium. For spatially uniform plasma of geometrical

path length l the figure of merit for the importance of the absorption and remission is the optical depth of the plasma, t,
which is related to the radiation mean free path, 1/k, where
k is the opacity, by t ¼ kl. That is, the optical depth is the number of mean free paths. When radiation has t > 1 the plasma is
called optically thick with the result that the rates of the radiative processes are effectively reduced compared to cases
where t  1, i.e., the optically thin case. We treat the effect
of finite optical depth on population distributions using an escape probability formalism [26] where the radiative rates are
reduced by an escape probability as a function of optical depth
defined in the next section.
3. Spectral modeling: FLYSPECTRA
The post-processor FLYSPECTRA synthesizes the emission and absorption spectra using the population distributions
from the FLYCHK output file. However, the spectrum using
level populations of the n-based configurations from FLYCHK
will in many cases fail to represent observable spectra due to
the simplicity of the atomic structure and radiative transitions
employed in the n-based data file. Therefore, to improve on
this we generate atomic data of relativistic jj configuration
and oscillator strength using DHS atomic physics code [10]
and then use this more detailed atomic data to statistically redistribute the FLYCHK level population among the jj configuration populations deriving a more satisfying spectral
representation.
To generate the spectrum, the emissivity, 3n, and opacity, kn,
of the plasma as a function of frequency, or equivalently, energy are calculated [26]. In keeping with the spirit of FLYCHK
it is assumed that the plasma is a slab with uniform temperature and density giving rise to the emitted intensity


In ¼ Sn ð1  etn Þ ergs=cm2 =s=Hz=U ;
where Sn is the source function and tn is the optical depth.
These are defined as


Sn ¼ 3n =kn ; ergs=cm2 =s=Hz=U and tn ¼ kn L;
where L is the geometric length of the slab.
The emissivity and opacity are determined for all transitions, both boundebound and boundefree by recourse to the
populations in the file generated by FLYCHK. The emissivity
for a boundebound transition between the upper level ‘u’ and
the lower level ‘l’ is given by




3n ¼ Nu Aul hnul =4p fðnÞ ergs=cm3 =s=Hz=U ;
where the population density of the upper level u is Nu and nul
is the frequency of the transition. The opacity of the same transition is given by




kn ¼ Nl ð1  Nu gl =Nl gu Þ pe2 =mc flu fðnÞ cm1 :
Aul and flu are the spontaneous emission rate and oscillator
strength of the radiative transition, respectively. The line profile function f(n) which determines the frequency dependence
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of the emissivity and opacity is considered with a Voigt function due to Doppler and natural broadening [26]. These two
formulae completely specify the source function for the
boundebound transitions. It is noted that the escape probability of a boundebound radiative transition considered in the
population kinetics calculation is computed with the same
Voigt function used for the emissivity and opacity of the line
radiation of the particular transition, and hence the lower
and the upper level population distributions are selfconsistently calculated with the radiation field in the zerodimension approximation.
For boundefree emissivity, we use hydrogenic crosssection. That is, the edge has a sharp onset at the ionization
potential and slowly decays as n3. The formula for the
emissivity from a state in ion stage i + 1 recombining to a state
in ion stage i is
!
gi Ip5=2 hðnIP nÞ=kTe
42
3n ¼ 1:01  10
e
Niþ1 Ne
G:
giþ1 Te3=2 Z
where the Ip and the nIp are the ionization potential of the state
i in units of eV and Hz, respectively. The G is the gaunt factor
from the calculations of Karzas and Latter [27]. The opacity of
the same transition is
kn ¼ 4:13  1026

Ni Ip5=2
Zn3

 1  1:66  10

22

!
niþ1 gi Ne hðnIP nÞ=kTe
e
G:
ni giþ1 Te3=2

Note that the second term in the brackets is the correction
to the boundefree absorption due to stimulated recombination
and is usually small.
The emissivity due to the transitions of the free electrons
between continuum states interacting with a collection of
ions of population densities ni and charges zi is
Ne X 2 hn=kTe
Ni zi e
;
3n ¼ 5:05  1041 1=2
Te
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Fig. 2. Charge state distributions of Xe ions are compared for measured values
[8] and FLYCHK results at Te ¼ 415 eV and Ni ¼ 4.75  1018 cm3. (A) Uses
the Van Regemorter collisional excitation rates and (B) Sampson rates. Both
results agree with measurement within w1 charge state.

the experimentally determined charge state distribution compared to those of two FLYCHK calculations, the first curve
(A) uses the Van Regemorter’s collisional excitation rates
and the second curve (B) uses those of Sampson. This illustrates that FLYCHK can predict average charge states and
spectra within a charge state, which is quite reasonable for
the initial designing of experiments. Further, the variation of
the collision rates does not change this conclusion. Fig. 3
shows the two synthetic xenon spectra for the two cases compared with the measured spectra of Ref. [8]. Though neither of
spectra reproduces the measured spectrum precisely, it is
promising that this simple code can predict the position and
intensity of such complex spectra with a reasonable accuracy,
which again lends credence to the statement that FLYCHK can
be used as an initial experimental design tool.
FLYCHK has been developed for a wide range of applications in plasma experiments. An application of current
interest is the study of time-dependent ionization processes

where the sum is taken over all ionization stages and there is
no threshold for the process. The opacity for the freeefree
process is
kn ¼ 3:43  106

Ne X
1=2
Te

Ni z2i


1
1  ehn=kTe :
3
n

4. Results
We show an example of FLYCHK and FLYSPECTRA calculations compared with spectroscopically determined charge
state distributions and measured spectra of a xenon gas jet experiment by Chenais-Popovics et al. [8]. The xenon plasma is
assumed to be steady state and uniform, Te is determined by
Thomson scattering measurement to be in the range of 415e
455 eV and the ion density is 4.75  1018 cm3. Fig. 2 shows

Fig. 3. Synthetic spectra for the two cases of (A) and (B) of Fig. 2 are
compared with the measured spectra of Ref. [8].
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in ultra-short-pulse laser-produced plasmas where nonthermal, energetic electrons are present, in addition to cold
electrons in the near-solid density matter. The example we
study is the irradiation of a solid Cu sample by a laser at
1018 W/cm3 creating a non-thermal ‘‘hot’’ electron distribution
with a temperature of 200 keV and density of 1020 cm3 that
generates K-shell vacancies in the relatively cooler solid
density Cu. We then study the time-dependence of the ionization as a function of the temperature of the warm Cu. Fig. 4
shows the mean ionization as a function of time for the three
plasma temperatures of 10, 100, 1000 eV. This indicates the
time needed for the plasma to arrive at a steady state for a
given condition of Te and Ne, and provides an insight
on whether the shifts and widths of K-a lines, which are generated by the hot electrons, can be used as a time-independent
diagnostic for given plasma conditions. As the hot electrons
will require many collisions before completely thermalizing
with the bulk electrons, Fig. 4 indicates that the solid density
Cu ions come to a steady state, i.e., the curves flatten, by
100 fs. The higher the temperature, the longer it took to reach
the steady state. Roughly speaking, this supports the idea that
the shifts and widths of K-a lines reflect the steady-state
charge state distributions for a given Te and provide a thermal
electron diagnostic. For reference we include in Fig. 4 the
mean charge one would obtain by performing the FLYCHK
calculations at the matter temperature for both the NLTE
steady-state case and the LTE case e note we displace the
two along the time axis for ease of observation. Normally
the LTE state occurs when collisions dominate radiative rates.
Since collisional de-excitation and recombination rates are
more dominant over radiative rates as Te gets lower and ions
are less charged, the lower Te cases have higher chance of
coming to an equilibrium for a given Ne. We can observe
that for the 10 and 100 eV cases the NLTE steady state comes

Fig. 4. Time-dependent calculations of average charge states of Cu ions as
a function of time for three different bulk Te cases, i.e., 10 eV, 100 eV and
1 keV. Ions are assumed to be at solid density and Ne is self-consistently computed by charge neutrality. A non-thermal hot electron component at 200 keV
having a density of 0.1% Ne is also included in the simulations. Note that the
time-dependent values approach to the steady-state (circles) and LTE (squares)
values within 100 fs.

very close to LTE while for the 1000 eV case LTE is not
achieved.
For long-pulse laser-produced plasmas, such as gas bag or
hohlraum experiments [28], K-shell spectroscopy and FLY
have been widely used so the application of FLYCHK is
straightforward. While the steady-state assumption is often
valid for these long-pulse plasmas, in many cases one has to
include the effect of opacity in both kinetics and spectrum
calculations, both of which are incorporated into FLYCHK.
Recently, laser-irradiated under-dense foams have been
explored as a potential test bed for non-LTE kinetics simulations as these are relatively uniform and can reach steady-state
conditions [28]. In Fig. 5 we show a comparison of FLYCHK
results at Te ¼ 500 eV and Ni ¼ 6  1020 cm3 with an
absolute intensity measurement from an under-dense Ti-doped
SiO2 foam experiment. This illustrates that one can use
FLYCHK as a spectroscopic diagnostic tool to study a plasma
consisting of mixtures.
Beyond laser-created plasmas, FLYCHK can be applied to
a variety of physical situations such as photoionizing plasmas
created by Z-pinch plasmas [29] and warm dense matter
created by proton-heating or EUV-emitting plasmas for industrial applications. Fig. 6 shows the charge state distributions of
Sn plasmas for conditions that tend to maximize the EUV
emission, which is of interest for lithography. Indeed, the
results in Fig. 6 compare well with the literature in the EUV
lithography community [30].
Comparisons with numerous other simulations and experiments suggest that the accuracy of FLYCHK increases with
electron density. Fig. 7 shows the charge state distributions
of Au at Te ¼ 2.5 keV and Ne ¼ 1012 cm3 of the FLYCHK
calculation compared to an EBIT experiment [31]. The measured average Z is 46.8  0.8 while FLYCHK gives
Z ¼ 48.5. For higher electron densities, FLYCHK is in better
agreement with the measurements. Indeed, published Au
data from foil, with Ne ¼ 6  1020, Te ¼ 2.2 keV, and
hZi ¼ 49.3  0.5 [32], and hohlraum [33] experiments with

Fig. 5. Synthetic spectra of Si, O and Ti ions at Te ¼ 500 eV and
Ni ¼ 6  1020 cm3 are compared with measured spectra of Ti-doped SiO2 underdense foam [28]. The experimental intensity is an absolute measurement.
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we are also developing a Boltzmann solver that will be integrated with FLYCHK suite to study electron energy distributions self-consistently with the population distributions of
interest for a wide range of non-thermal plasma, e.g., XFEL,
intense short pulse laser, and beam generated plasmas.
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Fig. 6. Steady-state charge state distributions of Sn ions are plotted for
Te ¼ 28, 32 and 36 eV. These results compare very well with Ref. [30].

Ne ¼ 1.4  1021 cm3, Te ¼ 2.6 keV and hZi ¼ 51, are in better
agreement with FLYCHK results of 49.6 and 50.4, respectively. We speculate that this trend can be attributed to the atomic
structure of using n configuration as the basic level in
FLYCHK. When fine-structure level populations are not distributed according to their statistical weights, FLYCHK will
overestimate collisional mixing among these states since the
more detailed level populations are assumed to be statistically
distributed. Therefore, the error associated with this assumption will increase as the plasma density decreases. This is
where resonant processes by electron capture or excitation
may lead to highly non-LTE distributions amongst those
states.
5. Summary and future work
The FLYCHK suite of codes is a tool for studying a variety
of plasma spectroscopy for a wide variety of sources providing
populations, ionization distributions and spectra. It is simple
and easy-to-use, while generating reasonable estimates. Finally,

Fig. 7. Gold charge state distributions are compared between FLYCHK and
EBIT measurements [31] at Te ¼ 2.5 keV and Ne ¼ 1012 cm3.
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